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PHOTON ECHOES IN THE 3P0 - 3H4 TRANSITION 01: I’r3+/LaF3 
Received 2 1 Aprd 1979 
Photon-echo quantum btzats observed in the tmo-pulse and three-pulse photon echo of the 3Po - 3H4 trxaition in 
Pr*[LaFs v.ere used to determine the evcitedstste spin-hamiltonian. In addition u e report on the anomalous stimulated 
photon echo obser%ed in the same transition which in J mqnetic tieId may .r_qulre il hfctime of nbout 30 minutes. 
In recent years 3 number of coherent optical studies 
have been performed on the 3P. +- 3Hs and ID2 -+ 3Fl, 
optica transition of P? in iaF;_ In particular the 
ID, + 3H, transition wxs studied in detail using the 
techniques of fluorescence line-narrowing [ I], optical 
free-induction decay [23], satumtion absorption 
spectroscopy [4] and photon e&o [5] _ Also optical- 
rf double-resonance measurements on the ground stare 
were carried out [6] which led to the evaluation of 
hyperfine splittings in the ground electronic state. The 
‘PO + ‘Hs transition. which is presently not easily 
accessible using cw dye-laser excitation. has only been 
studied with the photon-echo technique. 
Takeuchi and Szabo [7] were the first to report 
photon echoes in this transition while Takeuchi [Sl 
presented the first measurement of the dephasing time 
of this transition. Quite recently Yamagishi and Szabo 
[9] studied the concentration dependence of the 
photon-echo decay and concluded that, up to 1.0% 
Pr3+_ the echo decay was unaffected_ 
Chen and Hartmann [IO] and Chen et ai. [S] how- 
ever showed that the photon-echo decay in ‘PO + ‘H4 
is modulated and that therefore the initial echo decay 
time as reported by Yamagishi and Szrtbo is not 3 
meaningful parameter. This point of biew is supported 
by recent coherent transient studies on the Pr3+/LaF3 
system by Shelby et al. [ II] from which an echo life- 
time of 20 ps was suggested. We note here that all 
photon-echo measurements referred to were performed 
using sn optical delay line, which makes such mex.ure- 
ments not onIy cumbersome but ako not dependable 
enough for detailed analysis. 
We have recently shown [ 121 that photon-echo 
measurements could be done much more easily and 
dependably using t\Lo nitrogen-pumped dye-leers_ In 
this letter we show rhat in the c-se of a photon-echo 
study of a multilevel system. like the ‘PO - ‘H+ tran- 
sition, such a set-up is essential. 
The main reason for picking the ‘PO +- 3Hl rransi- 
tion of P?lLaFj for ZI phoron-echo study. however_ , 
is our recent finding [ 13,li] of ;1 new type of stimu- 
lated photon echo in systems where optical branching 
occurs_ 
The lifetime of this optic21 echo is only dependent 
on the lifetime of the lexls in the electronic ground 
state and the prediction was that in “simple” level sys- 
tems the echo lifetime could be very long. From the 
work of Chen et al. [5] we concluded that in the 
3P0 -+ 3Hq transition. optical br.mching occurs and 
from Erickson’s work [6] we know that the IifeZme 
of the hyperfine levels in the ground state at 1.1 I( is 
=0.5 s. This optical transition therefore seemed ideal 
for our purpose to seek confirmation of the proposed 
anomalous stimulated echo formation mechanism. 
In the course of measurements on the anomalous 
photon echo we also were set-up to measure easily rhe 
two-pulse and regular stunulated photon echo. The 
results of these measurements contained so much 
more detail than has been published [S] that it seems 
worthwhile to report them here_ 
In the experiments presented we used a crystal wirh 
==l atom per cent Pr3+ in LaF3 _ The experimental 
IO5 
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t&sJ + 
t--i I _ T\\u-pulse photomxho intensity versus eseitxtion 
pube d&y in tire ‘Po c 314 rransition or Pra+ in Lapa at 2 K 
wt-up \~as identical to tftat described previously [ 121_ 
in tig_ I tfr regufar two-pulse pftotonccho (2PE) 
decay is sf~own using two dye-htsers. The total time 
required for taking suc11 a continuous trace is on!y 5 
min, wftich cfearfy sftorvs tfrc akuttage of this set-up 
over the one using an optical de!ay-line_ P.trticufarly 
notewvortfty is t11e bent pattern, which corresponds to 
rfw SAi blfIr splitting between the f%f(2) and [*33/2) 
hypertke fcvefs in the efectronic gound state_ The 
initial cc110 decxty (up to 300 11s) time is identkd to 
tire one reported in ref. [9] _ T11e relative intensity of 
the beats indicates rfxrt tfte exited-state fereis are 
fiezrify mised in terms of tfie ground-state basis set. 
We furtfrcr note that the “sharpness” of the quantum 
beats indirztta that the observed modulation rxmot 
be due to I sin& frequency_ but tht interference 
hem-~Tfl at fcmt two frequencies, which itre tnuftipfes 
~f~mc ztnotfter, must occur. 
Fig_ 1 shows tftat tfte stimufated photon echo 
(3f’SE) a(50 exhibits strong modufations, albeit on a 
time scale. where the 1PE is not detectable- As in tfie 
electronic ground sfate tfie flyperfine spiittinSs far 
exceed the modulation frequencies observed in tfte 
3PSE dcc;ry_ we conrfudeihat the observed modula- 
tion frequencies are due to quadrupole splitting in 
tfw excited state. Sate tfl;tt the background signal on 
ivftich tfte beats occur is appreciable compared io the 
one obserwd in the 2PE deczry_ We furtfter remark 
that_ as shown by Jiims [IS], in tire 3PSE decay the 
intensity of modulation is strong& influenced by the 
a 25 50 15 100 
tn@J - 
Fig. 2. Stim;tizted photon-xho intensity versus second-third 
rleitdtion pulse d&y at 2 E in the 3Po c ‘Ifa transition of 
Pr*in f.aFx. Tfle separation betiwen the fust tao ewitrttion 
puises is 50 ns_ 
separation between the first two excitation pulses. In 
an attempt to understand the basic e&o modulation 
patterns and to determine the excited state (3Po) 
spin-fnuniftonian we have calculated pfroton-echo 
beat patterns wit11 different choices of tfte escited- 
state spin parameters. Erickson [6] has sJrown tfrat 
tfte %I1 electronic ground state may be very well de- 
scribed by the folIowing pseudo-quadrupoIe spin- 
hamiltonian of tfte Pr3* nucleus (1~ S/2): 
(1) 
where P= 4.185 k 0.003 MHL and q = O-105 + O-010_ 
This ha&ftonian leads to Kramers-degenerate nuclear 
spin levels where the splitting between tfie fmlf = 512 
and 3/Z levels is twice the splitting between fmlf = 
S/Z and f/9, levels. Tftis is consistent with the 2PE 
de-y as noted_ Consideration of tfie total spin- 
hamiftonian shows that the calculated spin-splittings 
are predominantly due to second-order hyperfine 
coupling effects [5] _ The effect of tfte quadrupole in 
the description of the ground state therefore can effec- 
tiveIy be taken care of as part of the hyperfiie cou- 
pling term_ 
in the excited ‘PO state however the situation is 
drastically different [S] _ Second-order hyperfine cou- 
pling is expected to be negligible and the only interac- 
tion that lifts tfte Inzll degeneracy is tfte quadrupofe- 
electric-field-gradient interaction. As only one of tire 
principal axes of the quadrupofe tensor needs to be 
collinear with one of the principal axes of the hyper- 
tine tensor [5] one may not expect that the ground 
106 
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and e.xcited hamiltonkns commute_ This means that 
optical branching occurs and the precise orientation 
of the two principal-axes systems determines the 
branching ratios. Presently no information is av.riIabIe 
on the relative orientation of these axes systems; 
therefore we have taken a poor man’s approach and 
performed calculations on the system using an analo- 
gous spin-hamiltonian as defined in eq_ (I) with vary 
ing 9 values. The relation between this pseudo- 
hamiltonian and the reaI one in the excited state can 
only be determined when information on the relative 
orientation of the different principal-axes systems 
becomes available. 
Using the expression in eq_ (5) of the paper by 
f_ambert et al. on echo modulation [ 161 we flave caf- 
culated for several q wlues the 2PE modulation spec- 
trum- Essentisl in this calcuktion was that the echo 
intensity was taken as the sum of the squared polxiza- 
tions of three four-level systems. For the 2PE modula- 
tron-cafculstion the four-level system consrsts of tflree 
ground-state leveis, -l/2,3/2_ --5/Z and one escited- 
state level (e.g. f--1/2’) = ct f--1/2) f c1f3/2> f 
cjf--5/Z))_ It turns out that for 17 Z= 3, we find good 
agreement between the csfcufs!ed and observed 2PE 
modulation spectrum- With this choice of q the 3PSE 
modulation spectrum can also be explained if for P nt 
take 0.096 MHz_ We note here thrtt from the spin 
hamiltonian (I) with the parameters just mentio!led. 
in the exited ‘PO state tfie spIitting between tfle 
fnr;f = 3/Z and I/? kvd.S is twice the splitting beween 
the IJJZ$ = 5/2 and 3/2 levels. The Ie\eIs defined in 
terms of the M, quantum number are thus hexily 
mised by the ssymmetry term in eq_ (I)_ We tlfso note 
that tfle chosen spin-fwniftoni~r? expkins the sharp 
recurrences in the ZPE decay and th&t indeed the 
sharpness is a consequence of an interference effect 
between the three ground-St&e frequencies. The pa- 
rameters of our spin-hamiltonian are substantiali) 
different from the ones estimated by Chen et sl. ]5]_ 
Tfle 3PSE modulations however clearly exhibit the 
excited-state splittings. It is also interesting to note 
thst, in complete agreement with elpectstion- the 
spin splittings in the states incre.rse in the order ‘PO < 
‘D, < 3Hj_ 
To conclude this discussion on photon-echo modu- 
lation we remark tfiat the success of the analysis is 
partly due to the fact that the ground- and excited- 
state spin splittings are so widely different that the 
modulation frequencies occur on different tm:e sc.des. 
We now turn to a discussion of t!ie stimulated 
photon echo that inspired this work. As espected the 
3PSE in this transition h.rs .r component wit11 a very 
long lifetime (=0_5 s!) which far exceeds the fluores- 
cence lifetime (-7 ps). In d previous letter [ 141 we 
explained this anomalous photon echo as resulting 
from optically induced nuclear spin polarization. 
Briefly. the first two escitJtion pulses credte ;1 fre- 
quency grating at the optical transition frequexy and 
simukmeously induce d frcqzwtrc_v cZepcndc~~t nuclear 
spin polarization in the eiectronic ground stste. Tfle 
important point to note is that there elists for every 
site a one-to-one correspondaxe between the optical 
.md nuclear spin polarization. Men a tflird probe pulse 
comes along, at d time that the optical polarization is 
lost_ It re-excites from the nuclear spin polaization a 
frequency grating vfhich mimics the situation at the 
time of the second pulse. TRis of course leads to tfle 
formstron of an optrcaf echo. For furtfler deknfs see 
refs_ [14_17]. 
We hace also observed that the lifetime of the 
anomalous photon echo is strongly dependent of the 
magnetic Iield. In fig. S we show a picture of the 
anomalous echo intensit) at 2 C-C in ;1 mqytstic field 
of 4.S T perpendicular to the crystal c-alis. The upper 
3PSE 
l?_r. 3. Anom.dous stimulated photon-echo trace observed 
.tfter the third probe puke in .t magnetic field of423 Tat 1 I; 
(the first pulse on the left ts the probe pulse). The upper trax 
x,x obtained at 1 s after the second pulse. The IOU er trace 
was taken at 30 minures after the second pulse. Tlir first t\xo 
excitation pulses x\ere sepsmted b) 50 ns. 
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trace was taken with the third puIse following the 
second pulse after 1 s. whiie the lower trace was ob- 
tained at 30 mirzz~es after the second pulse- From the 
modulations observed in the 3PSE intensity versus 
magnetic field we wnclude that at this high field op- 
tical branching still occurs. which impIies a small 
nuclearg-factor for this magnetic fiefd orientation- 
We tentatively interpret the effect of the magnetic 
field on the nuclear spin relaxation in terms of sup- 
pression of fluorine and/or lanthanum spin cross relax- 
ation processes_ This point needs further investigation. 
In summary, we have shoxw that from the photon- 
echo quntum bats in the 2PE and XSE, the ex- 
cited-state spin-hamiltonian may be determined_ Fur- 
thermore we have shown that stimulated photon 
echoes with an extremeiy long lifetime may be gener- 
ated which are a consequenw of optical branching. 
The interesting feature of this echo is that its lifetime 
soieIy depends on the hyperGne levels of the elec- 
tronic sound state_ 
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